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ABSTRACT
HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard is designed to provide a con-
sistent way in which to represent and exchange healthcare data, such as electronic health records
(EHRs). SMART–on–FHIR (SoF) technology uses this standard to augment existing healthcare
data systems with a standard FHIR interface. While this is an important goal, little attention has
been paid to developing mechanisms that convert EHR data structured using proprietary schema
to the FHIR standard, in order to be served by such an interface. In this paper, a formal process
is proposed that both identifies a set of FHIR resources that best capture the elements of an EHR,
and transitions the contents of that EHR to FHIR, with a view to supporting the operation of SoF
containers, and the wider interoperability of health records with the FHIR standard. This process
relies on a number of techniques that enable us to understand when two terms are equivalent, in
particular a set of similarity metrics, which are combined along with a series of parameters in order
to enable the approach to be tuned to the different EHR standards encountered. Thus, when realised
in software, the translation process is semi-autonomous, requiring only the specification of these
parameters before performing an arbitrary number of future conversions. The approach is demon-
strated by utilising it as part of the CONSULT project, a wider decision support system that aims to
provide intelligent decision support for stroke patients.
D2.1 (Software Engineering) Requirements/specification J.3 (Life and Medical Sciences) Fast Healthcare Interoper-
ability Resources (FHIR) SMART–on–FHIR Health data interoperability Decision support systems
1 Introduction
The increased interest in health data, ranging from electronic health records (EHRs), via wearable devices to large
research data repositories, has resulted in an explosion of software tools that interact with these data sources and
provide personalised portals, decision support based on machine learning models, trial recruitment assistance and
other functions. Standardisation of access to these data sources can be implemented at two levels, that of a common
data model, typically used for consistent representation of research data repositories and exemplified by standards such
as OMOP CDM [1], CDISC SDTM [2], PCORNET [3] and the Sentinel model, and that of a messaging protocol such
∗*corresponding author
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Figure 1: The CONSULT prototype.
as HL7 FHIR, which is used to request individual data elements from the data source [4]. The differences between the
two stem from their different purposes: the former aim to preserve the richness of the collected data, and to optimise
the storage for large data collections through normalisation; the latter focus on producing self-contained messages for
the client requesting some information. While some overlap is possible, in essence, common data models are typically
determined by the producer, while messaging protocols are directed at consumer needs.
This producer-consumer dichotomy comes to the fore in situations where a consumer may require a FHIR Application
Programming Interface (API), but is only presented with a proprietary interface to the internal data model, which
could be excessively rich and complex. For example, when an external software tool (consumer) require access to the
API of an EHR system (producer), in order to perform queries and make updates for the purposes of decision support
or clinical trial recruitment, it is expected to reason with payloads of data formatted according to the EHR vendor’s
internal data model.
In addition to the complexity exhibited by the internal data models offered by EHR vendors, it is often that case that
vendors adopt different internal data models. Even if they aim to adopt the same standard, discrepancies are still likely
to be present, e.g. through the version of the standard used. This presents a difficulty for those designing pieces of
client software that require access to data from a variety of different vendors, as the data received must be parsed
differently for each standard. This situation is present in the CONSULT decision support system [5], which aims to
autonomously generate treatment plans for stroke patients by gathering data about those patients from a variety of
sources, including EHRs (Figure 1). The CONSULT prototype uses patient data from SystmOne (TPP) and mMedica
(Asseco) primary care EHR systems, which can be installed on machines in two remote locations and source patient
data in different formats. Currently, if the CONSULT system needs to reason within data from both of these EHRs, it
has to do so for each (complex) vendor format separately.
To address these issues, it has been suggested that a vendor’s internal data model should be connected to a FHIR
interface using technology such as SMART–on–FHIR containers, which encapsulate a system such as an EHR and
expose a FHIR-compliant interface to applications that wish to interact with the original system [6]. However, the
challenge of serving data in the FHIR standard, through a SMART–on–FHIR container, despite an arbitrary standard
being used by the encapsulated system, remains. A typical approach is to identify which elements of the FHIR
standard are considered equivalent to elements of the proprietary EHR schema when used to annotate data [7]. Then,
any data marked up using the schema can be mapped into the FHIR standard (e.g. by replacing element tag names
with their FHIR equivalent), prior to be served by the container. Typically, equivalent FHIR elements are specified
manually. However, this approach assumes the EHR schema is available, which is unlikely to be the case, especially
when working with global EHR integrations or legacy EHR software. Even if the schema is available, EHR software
schema can contain a significant number of distinct elements – in excess of 100 for SystmOne – which are often
arranged into complex hierarchies. Once identified, each of these elements must then be compared with the elements
of FHIR, which itself contains in excess of 100 resources. As such, specifying equivalent FHIR elements manually
requires knowledge of both the EHR schema and of FHIR, is time-consuming and does not scale. In addition, statically
identified connections between an EHR schema and FHIR are invalidated by updates to the FHIR specification. It is
therefore desirable to automate this process, using only heuristic knowledge of each EHR schema. To this end, this
paper introduces a semi-autonomous pipeline, which starts with a raw EHR, and produces a version of it that is
compliant with the latest version of FHIR, according to a pre-defined set of parameters designed to encode partial
knowledge about the schema of the EHR being converted. This pipeline is then realised as a piece of software, de-
signed to be deployed into (decision-support) systems that use live EHR data.
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<Record>
<Demographics>
<F i r s tName>Al i c e< / F i r s tName>
<Surname>Abbot< / Surname>
<Da t eOfB i r t h>1951−01−01< / Da t eOfB i r t h>
<Sex>F< / Sex>
<Address>
<Text>1 Abbot S t r e e t< / Text>
<Count ry>Uni t ed Kingdom< / Count ry>
<PostCode>ZZ99 3VZ< / Pos tCode>
< / Address>
<Manag i ngOrgan i s a t i on>NHS< / Manag i ngOrgan i s a t i on>
< / Demographics>
<Event>
<Text>P a t i e n t f i r s t v i s i t< / Text>
<Code>X3003< / Code>
< / Event>
<Event>
<Code>X3003< / Code>
< / Event>a
< / Record>
Figure 2: Example EHR fragment
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We first review several background concepts, before introducing
the theoretical components of our approach to identifying equivalent FHIR elements. We then detail how this approach
is combined with both a pre-processing and post-processing (mapping) phase, in order to realise the system as a
computational transformation pipeline. With the pipeline implemented, we then show how it can be applied and tuned
to different EHR systems using different parameter settings.
2 Background
2.1 EHR
When structured as XML2, an EHR looks similar to the record shown in Figure 2. We assume that any given fragment
of XML from a vendor’s EHR software refers to a single patient. Here, the names of tags and attributes and the
relationships between elements (the data schema), as well as the expected format of the data held in these elements,
is dictated by the vendor’s internal data model. Elements are either designed to hold additional, nested elements (e.g.
the element with the tag name Demographics), and are often referred to as complex types, or are designed to hold a
piece of information relating to the patient (a leaf element), such as the element with the tag name DateOfBirth. For
simplicity, we refer to a leaf element simply as an element, an element holding nested elements as a parent element
and a tag as a name. In addition, we refer to a single element, or a set of elements, identified by a name, by simply
using that name, e.g. DateOfBirth, to indicate the element with the name DateOfBirth in Figure 2.
In an EHR XML fragment, parent elements with the same name may be repeated an arbitrary number of times, with
potentially different child elements (e.g. the repetition of multiple Observation elements seen in Figure 2). Moreover,
an element with the same name might appear multiple times with different parent elements (e.g. Text appears as a
child of both Address and Observation).
2.2 FHIR
Health Level 7, orHL73, is an international standards organisation that focuses on ‘exchange, integration, sharing, and
retrieval of electronic health information’. HL7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) specification
offers a lightweight alternative to their extensive HL7 v3 specification. Key medical entities are represented as indi-
vidual resources, specified in a manner that makes them easy to implement (e.g. as JSON schema specifications), with
many example implementations made available as a part of the specification [4]. The exchange of these resources,
2XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language, which is a widely employed methodology for describing and representing
structured data sets. XML is versatile, and can be translated to and from a number of others standard formats, including JSON.
3http://www.hl7.org
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<P a t i e n t>
<i d>001< / i d>
<name>
<g i ven>Al i c e< / g i ven> [ S t r i n g ]
<f am i l y>Abbot< / f am i l y>
< / name>
<b i r t hD a t e>1951−01−01< / b i r t hD a t e> [ Date yyyy−mm−dd ]
<gender>f emale< / gender> [ male | f emale | o t h e r | unknown ]
<Address>
< t e x t>1 Abbot S t r e e t< / t e x t>
<c oun t r y>Uni t ed Kingdom< / c o un t r y> [ S t r i n g ]
<pos t a lCode>ZZ99 3VZ< / po s t a lCode>
< / Address>
<manag i ngOrgan i z a t i on>
< i d e n t i f i e r>002< / i d e n t i f i e r>
< / manag i ngOrgan i z a t i on>
< / P a t i e n t>
Figure 3: Example Patient FHIR resource.
<Organ i z a t i o n>
<i d>002< / i d>
<name>NHS< / name>
< / O r g a n i z a t i o n>
<Obs e r v a t i o n>
<s u b j e c t>
< i d e n t i f i e r>001< / i d e n t i f i e r>
< / s u b j e c t>
<no t e>
< t e x t>P a t i e n t f i r s t v i s i t< / t e x t>
< / no t e>
<code>
<cod ing>X3003< / cod ing>
< / code>
< s t a t u s> f i n a l< / s t a t u s>
< / Ob s e r v a t i o n>
Figure 4: Example Organization and Observation FHIR resources.
once populated, is conducted according to a standard RESTful4 approach. Although there are limitations to the FHIR
specification (for example, it is not currently clear how individual resources are combined in order to represent more
complex medical concepts, something HL7’s v3 defines using its Reference Information Model), the agile [9] software
development process associated with FHIR is designed to enable incremental improvements to the specification.
4‘REST’ stands for REpresentational State Transfer, which describes a methodology for data transfer using internet protocols [8]
<Obs e r v a t i o n>
<s u b j e c t>
< i d e n t i f i e r>001< / i d e n t i f i e r>
< / s u b j e c t>
<code>
<cod ing>X3003< / cod ing>
< / code>
< s t a t u s> f i n a l< / s t a t u s>
< / Ob s e r v a t i o n>
Figure 4: Example Organization and Observation FHIR resources.
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Like EHR data, each FHIR resource can be realised as an XML fragment, as shown in the four simplified examples in
Figures 3 and 4 for Patient5,Organization6 andObservation7. Here, parent elements are either resources (e.g. Patient);
datatype resources, designed to exist as part of other resources (e.g. Address); or references to resources, where an
identifier element is used to supply the ID of another instantiated resource. For example, we observe that Patient
(Figure 3) is connected to Organization (Figure 4) because the field managingOrganization in Patient is designed
to hold the ID of resources of type Organization. Connected resources can, themselves, be connected to additional
resources, thus creating a connected graph in which resources are nodes, ID references are edges, and one resource
can potentially be reached from another by following a path of connections through intermediate resources.
Elements themselves are designed to hold a piece of information relating to a resource (e.g. elements such as country).
Additional information is also provided by the standard on the type of data that can be stored within each element
using a regular expression (regex)8. While the codes used to populate a FHIR element may be drawn from a variety of
terminologies, here we enforce the use of the SNOMED CT vocabulary9.
2.3 SMART–on–FHIR
The SMART platform paradigm10 is designed as a response to a perceived inflexibility in traditional healthcare plat-
forms, such as EHR software, which offer the same functionality irrespective of their use (e.g., in hospitals, GP
surgeries, etc.) [10]. The SMART platform paradigm posits that all healthcare platforms should be encapsulated in
SMART containers, in order to expose a recognised interface. As such, healthcare applications can be developed that
communicate with this interface – and thus the encapsulated platform – in order to extend that platform’s function-
ality, much in the same way that applications extend the functionality of a smartphone. For example, a GP surgery
could purchase a SMART EHR system, and then choose those applications that best tailor the system for its needs.
SMART–on–FHIR augments this approach by suggesting that the interface should adhere to FHIR’s communication
standard, and should add features such as authentication [6].
3 Methods
When translating an arbitrary EHR to FHIR, our aim is to find a set of FHIR elements that can directly accommodate
the data from our EHR. For example, the set of elements shown in Figures 3 and 4 can accommodate all of the EHR
data from Figure 2. This is because the set of FHIR elements shown is equivalent to the set of elements in the EHR.
A set of FHIR elements is equivalent to a set of EHR elements if, when used to markup data, they communicate the
same information about the content of a record. We refer to a set of EHR elements and equivalent FHIR elements as
an equivalence set. A set of EHR and FHIR elements forms an equivalence set if the following conditions hold:
1. The name of each element in the EHR set matches at least one of the element names in the FHIR set. For
example, the element country in the EHR in Figure 2 and the element country in the FHIR resource in Figure
3 communicate to us that they contain the same information because their names match. The same is true for
sex and gender11 and DateOfBirth and birthDate.
2. The type of every EHR element is compatible with the type of the FHIR element to which it is matched.
For example the element Firstname (Figure 2) and the element given (Figure 3) communicate to us that that
they contain the same type of information not just because their names match, but also because the (inferred)
string type of Firstname is compatible with the string type of given. The same is true of the DateOfBirth and
birthDate match, as the type of data held is the same, despite being in a different format.
3. Because EHR elements are inherently connected by appearing in the same EHR, if the set of FHIR elements
is split over a number of different resources, those resources must also be connected in order to be considered
equivalent. For example, the set of EHR elements DateOfBirth and Code (Figure 2) and the set of FHIR
elements birthDate and coding (Figure 4) communicate to us that they contain the same information, not just
because they contain two compatible matches, but also because, like the EHR elements, the FHIR elements
5https://www.hl7.org/fhir/patient.html
6https://www.hl7.org/fhir/organization.html
7https://www.hl7.org/fhir/observation.html
8Regular expressions are defined as sequences of characters that describe patterns which are used to identify character combi-
nations in strings.
9http://snomed.info/sct
10‘SMART’, in the Health Informatics literature, stands for Substitutable Medical Applications, Reusable Technologies
11Sex and gender are still considered equivalent in many standards
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are connected: they are associated with the parent elements Patient and Observation, respectively, where the
latter is connected to the former via the subject element (Figure 2).
3.1 Matching
In order to identify if constraint 1 holds, we need to determine when a term from an EHR matches a term from the
FHIR standard. In order to do this, we need to measure the similarity between two terms and then see if this similarity
exceeds a chosen threshold, which is thus indicative of a match. In reality, there are a number of different measures
for similarity, each of which provides important insight into the connection between two terms, and thus a number
of potentially different thresholds. In order to extract a single decision about whether two terms match, we therefore
have a choice about which similarity measures we select, how we combine them, and which values should be used for
different thresholds.
In this section, we introduce three different similarity measures, prompted by several heuristics as to how one can find
a matching FHIR term given an EHR term; introduce mechanisms to control the way in which these measures are
combined in order to derive an overall similarity value; and introduce several different thresholds that can be set to
control the sensitivity of each measure. What this results in is a set of parameters that can be used to configure the
mechanisms that determine when two terms match. Later, we will show that having a set of configurable similarity
metrics as the basis for a piece of automated EHR-FHIR matching software is important, as EHR schema are designed
in different ways, and this needs to be taking into account when matching elements from different schema to FHIR.
3.1.1 Text (syntactic) similarity
In many cases, a match for an EHR term in FHIR can be found by simply identifying a FHIR term with the same name,
e.g. Country and country, or the same name with different spelling, such as organisation and organization. Our first
individual measure of similarity is therefore text similarity, for which we rely on normalised Levenshtein distance [11],
written as:
levstringA,stringB(|stringA|, |stringB|) = 1−
distance
|stringA|+ |stringB|
(1)
This measure broadly returns the similarity between two strings based upon their constituent characters. For example,
for stringA=Country and stringB=country, lev would return 1. For this similarity measure we introduce the threshold
τt, such that if lev >= τt, we say that two strings match. For example, for stringA and stringB, this would be the case
if τt = 1. We select (normalised) Levenshtein distance as the basis for this similarity metric as it is deemed to provide
a good balance between both efficiency and flexibility [12].
3.1.2 Morphological similarity
One might also find suitable counterparts for an EHR term in FHIR by aiming to identify a FHIR term that demon-
strates a morphological variance. For example, stringA=post and stringB=postal should be connected. lev introduces
an important level of potential flexibility, in that lower values of τt – such as τt = 0.6 in this instance – could also
be used to identify such a connection. However low values of τt are likely to lead to false positives for regular text
similarity (e.g. when stringA=Country and stringB=County).
We therefore introduce a second similarity method for morphological similarity, detailed in Algorithm 1. Here, mor-
phological variants of stringA are generated and compared with stringB using LEV, an algorithmic realisation of
Equation 1. Several of these algorithms exist (e.g. [13]). This connection with lev represents the first example of two
of our measures of similarity being combined. To generate morphological variants, the set of lemmas (a set containing
a canonical word, repeated for different meanings) that are associated with stringA are produced, followed by the
set of lexemes (different word forms, including derived terms) associated with each lemma. For example, with an
input of post, a set of lemmas containing post (mail) and post (advertisement) would first be generated, followed by
their related forms, such as postal and posting, respectively. Assuming the existence of a suitable mechanism for the
generation of lemmas and lexemes, the loops on lines 5 and 6 generate these variants, such that with the example
input of stringA=post and stringB=postal, the conditional on line 7 is eventually satisfied by a suitable variant. In this
algorithm, we again see the use of the parameter τt, which enables us to identify when the value returned by the text
similarity metric is indicative of a string match. The output from this metric is derived from the morphological variant
with the highest match.
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Algorithm 1 morphologicalSimilarity
Require: stringA, stringB, τt
1: if LEV(stringA, stringB) >= τt then
2: return 0
3: end if
4: highestSimilarity = 0
5: for lemma of stringA do
6: for lexeme of lemma do
7: if LEV(lexeme, stringB) >= τt and LEV(lexeme, stringB) > highestSimilarity then
8: highestSimilarity = LEV(lexeme, stringB)
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: return highestSimilarity
3.1.3 Semantic similarity
Another way in which one could find a counterpart for an EHR term in FHIR is to identify FHIR terms that mean the
same thing as the target EHR term. For example sex and gender. With this in mind, our third measure of similarity is
semantic similarity. This metric operates in a similar manner to morphological similarity, except rather than generating
morphological variants of stringA it instead assumes the existence of a suitable method to generate the synonyms of
stringA. Producing a value for semantic similarity is thus a variant of Algorithm 1, shown in Algorithm 2. As we now
have two similarity metrics, we have a choice as to which of them is used to identify when one of these synonyms
matches stringB. We choose LEV and its companion threshold value τt for this purpose, but we could have also used
MORPHOLOGICALSIMILARITY and a new threshold value τm. Using LEV as the matching metric, with an input of
stringA=sex and stringB=gender, the loop shown on line 5 of Algorithm 2 would eventually generate the word gender,
satisfying the condition on line 6. At the start of the algorithm (Line 1) our text similarity metric also allows us to
identify when the constituent characters of two words are already sufficiently similar (i.e., there is a text match), and
thus do not need to be compared semantically, again illustrating the initial combination of different similarity metrics.
Algorithm 2 semanticSimilarity
Require: stringA, stringB, τt
1: if LEV(stringA, stringB) >= τt then
2: return 0
3: end if
4: highestSimilarity = 0
5: for all synonym of stringA do
6: if LEV(synonym, stringB) >= τt and LEV(synonym, stringB) > highestSimilarity then
7: highestSimilarity = LEV(synonym, stringB)
8: end if
9: end for
10: return highestSimilarity
3.1.4 Compound words
While each of the metrics listed allows us to identify the existence of a connection between two strings, they are not
designed to compare compound words. For example, while PostCode and postalCode are morphologically similar,
they would not be reported as such by our morphological similarity metric, due to presence of compound words.
Each of the algorithms can therefore be used in conjunction with Algorithm 3 which identifies the similarity between
compound words by breaking them down and then performs pairwise comparisons using one of the above metrics. For
example, with stringA=PostCode and stringB=postalCode, both compound words would be separated, allowing post
to be connected to postal using morphological similarity. The use of pairwise comparisons also allows us to deal with
cases in which a FHIR term is a suitable candidate for an EHR term because the same compound words are used, but
they are in a different order. For example when stringA=DateOfBirth and stringB=birthDate.
In our first instance of controlling how individual similarity metrics are combined, we introduce two mechanisms to
interpret the overall similarity of two compound words: either the average similarity across all pairwise comparisons
7
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(Line 16), or the highest similarity across all pairwise comparisons (Line 18). Which of these is chosen is controlled
by the boolean parameter α.
Algorithm 3 compositeStringSimilarity
Require: stringA, stringB, SIMILARITYMETRIC, α, delimiter
1: highestSimilarity = 0
2: totalSimilarity = 0
3: for allwords in TOKENIZE(stringA, delimiter)
do
4: highestWordSimilarity = 0
5: for all words in stringB do
6: if SIMILARITYMETRIC(wordA, wordB) > highestSimilarity then
7: highestSimilarity=SIMILARITYMETRIC(wordA, wordB)
8: end if
9: if SIMILARITYMETRIC(wordA, wordB) > highestWordSimilarity then
10: highestWordSimilarity=SIMILARITYMETRIC(wordA, wordB)
11: end if
12: end for
13: totalSimilarity += highestWordSimilarity
14: end for
15: if α then
16: return totalSimilarity / length(stringA)
17: else
18: return highestSimilarity
19: end if
3.1.5 Identifying a match
In the previous sections we introduced three algorithms designed to provide different perspectives on the similarity
between terms. Algorithm 3 then gave us the capability to apply one of our initial three individual similarity measures
to termswith composite words. However, in many cases we would like to apply more than one similarity measure to the
same composite terms. For example, the compound words in PostCode and postalCode are matched by morphological
and text similarity, respectively, and we want to identify this.
Algorithm 4 is designed for this purpose, and is used to determine when two terms match. Using Algorithm 3, it first
computes the text, morphological and semantic similarity of two potentially composite terms. The way in which these
individual metrics are combined is controlled by a series of additional parameters. First we introduce our remaining
threshold, τs, to identify when semantic values are indicative of a suitable match, as well as a main threshold, τ ,
which is used irrespective of metric. Next, we introduce weightings for each metric (ωt, ωm, ωs), in order to allow
us to control the influence each has when determining if two names match. Finally, the way in which our metrics are
actually combined can be controlled using the remaining (boolean) parameters shown in Table 1.
3.2 Data type compatibility
We now have an algorithm to determine whether an EHR term and a FHIR term match, thus enabling us to determine
our first aspect of equivalence, listed above. The second way in which two terms can be considered equivalent is if
they store compatible types of data. In order to identify if the type of a FHIR element is compatible with the data
stored in an EHR element, we rely on the specification of FHIR types as regular expressions from the FHIR standard.
If the data in an EHR element matches the regex associated with the tag used by a FHIR element, the EHR data can be
legally stored within an element using that tag. However, the specificity of FHIR datatype regexes means that a piece
of EHR data might fail a regex, despite still being of a type that can be reformatted in order to match the format of
the expression. For example, the date regex provided by the FHIR standard enforces the pattern yyyy-mm-dd, which
would exclude the date dd-mm-yyyy, despite it being possible to reformat data expressed in this way in order to comply
with the FHIR standard. We therefore introduce a secondary set of more general regular expressions that are able to
identify data that is of a type and format that can be reformatted in order to comply with the type of a given FHIR
element when mapping. An example of some these expressions is shown in Table 2. Therefore, when determining
the type compatibility of a match, a table like the one shown is first indexed using the matched FHIR element’s data
8
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Algorithm 4 match
Require: stringA, stringB, τ , τt, τm, τs, ωt, ωs, ωg, β, γ, δ, ǫ.
1: textSim = COMPOSITESTRINGSIMILARITY(stringA, stringB, lev) * ωt
2: if β and textSim >= τt then
3: return textSim
4: end if
5: morphologySim = COMPOSITESTRINGSIMILARITY(stringA, stringB, morphologicalSimilarity) * ωg
6: if β and morphologySim>= τg then
7: returnmorphologySim
8: end if
9: semanticSim = COMPOSITESTRINGSIMILARITY(stringA, stringB, semanticSimilarity) * ωs
10: if β and semanticSim >= τs then
11: return semanticSim
12: end if
13: if β then
14: return 0
15: end if
Algorithm 4 match (continued)
16: maxSim=max(textSim, semanticSim, morphologySim)
17: totalSim=textSim + semanticSim + morphologySim
18: averageSim=textSim + semanticSim + morphologySim / 3
19: if γ and maxSim > τ then
20: returnmaxSim
21: else if δ and totalSim > τ then
22: return totalSim
23: else if ǫ and averageSim > τ then
24: return averageSim
25: end if
26: return 0
Parameter Type Description
τt float Text match threshold (LEV)
τm float Morphological match threshold (MORPHOLOGICALSIMILARITY)
τs float Semantic match threshold (SEMANTICSIMILARITY)
ωt float Text similarity weighting
ωm float Morphological similarity weighting
ωs float Semantic similarity weighting
α boolean Average similarity or highest similarity, when calling
COMPOSITESTRINGSIMILARITY.
β boolean Do not combine metrics, but instead use the first metric that ex-
ceeds its threshold (assuming LEV > MORPHOLOGICALSIMILARITY >
SEMANTICSIMILARITY in terms of importance).
γ boolean When combining metrics, use the metric with the highest strength.
δ boolean Combine the results of all of the metrics.
ǫ boolean Return the average result.
Table 1: An overview of the available parameters in our system.
type, the general expression is extracted and applied to the content of the source EHR element, and if it passes it is
considered compatible, otherwise it is considered incompatible.
3.3 Identifying an equivalence set
We now have the means to identify if an FHIR term is able to communicate the same information as an EHR term
based upon two of the three equivalence constraints listed. To satisfy the third, we require a process that derives a con-
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Element Format regex General format regex
Date −?[0−9]4(−(0[1−9]|1[0−2])(−(0[0−9]|[1−
2][0− 9]|3[0− 1]))?)?
(? = .10)([0 − 9]4|[1 − 2][0 − 9]|3[0 −
1])(−(0[1−9]|1[0−2])(−(0[0−9]|[1−2][0−
9]|3[0− 1]|[0− 9]4))?)?
Gender
(Code)
(male|female|other|unknown) ([Mm]+ [A−Za−z]∗ |[Ff ]+ [A−Za−z]∗
|[Oo]+ [A−Za− z] ∗ |[Uu]+ [A−Za− z]∗)
Table 2: Example regular expressions to identify EHR data that can be transformed to comply with a FHIR element.
figuration of compatible EHR to FHIR element matches, while ensuring that they are all contained within connected
resources. With all three constraints satisfied, we consider a configuration a valid equivalence set. The identification
of an equivalence set is presented in Algorithm 5. The aim is to find the largest number of compatible FHIR element
matches for the set of EHR elements that exist within connected resources, thus satisfying all equivalence constraints.
To do this, the algorithm examines each FHIR resource in turn, and then, for each EHR element, determines if the
elements of this resource (Line 9) or any of its connected resources (Line 14) contain a compatible match. If multiple
valid matches happen to be found for an individual EHR element, one is selected at random. After this process is
complete, we are left with a number of equivalence sets, each containing a set of connected compatible matches. The
set with the highest number of matches is returned from the algorithm. If multiple sets contain the same number of
matches, the set to return is determined based upon on the smallest distance between selected resources and then upon
the fewest number of overall resources used to house the EHR elements, both of which suggest a more intelligible
representation.
Algorithm 5 getEquivalenceSet
Require: ehrElements, fhirElements, fhirResources, fhirConnections
1: for all fhirResources do
2: for all ehrElements, ehrParents do
3: set← GETCOMPATIBLEMATCH(fhirResource, fhirElements, fhirConnections, ehrElement)
4: end for
5: allSets← set
6: end for
7: return sort(allSets)
8: function GETCOMPATIBLEMATCH(fhirResource, fhirElements, fhirConnections, ehrElement)
9: for all fhirElements[fhirResource] do
10: if MATCH (CONTINUED)(fhirElement, ehrElement) > 0 and DATATYPECOMPATIBLE(fhirElement,
ehrElement) then
11: return fhirElement:ehrElement
12: end if
13: end for
14: for all fhirConnections do
15: GETCOMPATIBLEMATCH(connectedFHIRResource, fhirElements, fhirConnections, ehrElement)
16: end for
17: return None
18: end function
3.4 Transformation Pipeline
In order to fully define the process for converting a patient record to FHIR, we combine GETEQUIVALENCESET with
several other processing stages in order to form a transformation pipeline, shown in Figure 5 and described below.
3.4.1 EHR pre-processing
First, elements from the EHR are aggregated in order to be matched. During this process, elements and parent el-
ements with coded name values are identified. Naturally, coded name values are not be amenable to our matching
approach. Therefore, we rely on external services to provide us with additional information on any coded name values,
specifically their associated text representation (e.g. SNOMED code 184099003 to DateOfBirth). This information is
10
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(3.4.1) EHR pre-processing
EHR FHIR resources
(3.4.2) FHIR pre-processing
GETEQUIVALENCESET (3.4.3) EHR parameter set.
(3.4.4) Mapping
FHIR-compliant EHR
Figure 5: An overview of the EHR transformation process.
then used to convert any coded names values to their text equivalent, so that they can also be processed by the rest of
our pipeline. Examples of these services include UMLS [14], BioPortal [15] or MetMaps [16].
If an element with the same name appears multiple times under the same parent (e.g. Code under Observation in
Figure 2) it is only listed once. Elements with the same name that are listed under different parents are deemed to be
too general to sufficiently communicate information about the data they contain. For example it is not clear, simply
from the element Text, whether this is being used in the EHR to markup the text of an address or the text of an event
description. Therefore, these elements are altered to also include their parent name, in this case to produce the new
elements AddressText andObservationText. This approach ensures that elements like this are more likely to be matched
with FHIR elements that correctly relay their content.
3.4.2 FHIR pre-processing
Next, each FHIR resource is linked to a list of its elements in order to be used in the construction of an equivalence set.
During this step, parent elements that contain references to other resources are also included in the list of elements for
a resource if they are effectively leaf nodes. That is, matching an EHR element to the name of a FHIR resource link is
not usually useful, as information cannot be stored in a resource with that name directly, but instead only within one
of its elements. For example, matching the EHR element ManagingOrganisation to the field managingOrganization
in FHIR does not necessarily help us, as managingOrganization is simply a reference to an Organization resource, not
a place in which data can be stored directly. However, if a target resource has an element with a name that indicates
it can store general data about the resource, such as name, which classes like Organization do, then matching with
the parent is sufficient, as data can be held in this child, effectively making the parent a leaf element. Therefore, we
aggregate both the elements of each resource, and their effective leaf nodes.
Much like EHR pre-processing, our next FHIR pre-processing step involves selectively augmenting the names of
FHIR elements with their parent name in order to better dictate their context. We see this issue again in Figure 3,
where the element with the tag name given does not communicate alone the same information as it does when coupled
with its parent name: that in reality this tag means given name. However, in response to this issue, to ensure we are
only adding to the specification, rather than altering the names of such elements to include their parent name directly,
instead additional pseudo elements are added to the list of FHIR elements, with names that are a combination of child
and parent names (givenName).
Finally, as a part of our pre-processing phase for FHIR resources, we establish which links exist between our set of
resources, in order to later ascertain if constraint 3 holds.
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3.4.3 Parameter configuration
Our third input to the pipeline is a mapping between each piece of EHR software that will interact with the pipeline
and a parameter configuration. The available parameters are summarised in Table 1. Depending on which piece of
EHR software the record being input to the pipeline originates from, a different set of parameters will be used for the
matching process. In this way, the matching process can be tuned to the perceived idiosyncrasies of the inferred EHR
schema. For example, the administrator of a SMART–on–FHIR container might observe that the records generated
from the encapsulated EHR tend to use terms that are semantically related yet identify different data. During our own
evaluation, we observed this phenomenon in SystmOne records where, for example, the tags Address and Reference
are commonly used to identify different data, despite being semantically related (in this case via a computing context).
This observation can be encoded by decreasing the influence of the semantic similarity metric (ωs) on the overall
match score when converting SystmOne records.
3.4.4 Mapping
Once an equivalence set is generated, an empty set of XML documents is produced, representing the elements of the
equivalent FHIR elements and their parent resources, ready to receive data extracted from the EHR. Extraction then
involves the following stages:
1. Identify any data contained in matched EHR elements that is of the correct type, but requires transformation
to the correct format, using a general format regex, such as one of the ones shown in Table 3. Apply the
transformation associated with the matching regex to the data, in order to convert it to the format required by
FHIR.
2. Transform any coded data values that are not compatible with FHIR (typically data that is not encoded using
SNOMED CT) is transformed using a vocabulary service mentioned in Section 3.4.1.
3. Map data contained in EHR elements that have been connected to pseudo-elements to their real counterparts,
for example if FirstName is connected to givenName, the data within FirstName will be mapped to the given
FHIR element, within name.
4. Map data contained in EHR elements that has been connected to effective leaf nodes to the actual element
within that resource.
5. Combine the data contained in two or more EHR elements that have been connected to the same FHIR
element and map the combined data to that element.
6. Identify any missing mandatory elements in each resource and supply a default value. For example, if the
mandatory status element in the Observation resource were not the target of a match, but other fields were,
then a default value would be used, such as final. This can be see in Figure 4.
7. Construct reference numbers and reference fields (Figures 3 and 4), for each connected resource and connect-
ing resource, respectively.
Type Transformation
Date Extract [0−9]4 (year), then (0[1−9]|1[0−2]) (month) and (0[0−9]|[1−2][0−9]|3[0−1]) date
from the unformatted string, and then arrange them in the correct order, separated by hyphens.
Gender
(Code)
Extract the first character of the EHR data (e.g. F) and compare it to the first character of each
of the options, selecting the one that matches (e.g. F in female).
Table 3: Example transformations based on matched FHIR format regexes.
With elements and their elements now mapped to FHIR resources, and data extracted and transformed, the translation
process is complete.
3.5 Implementation
In order to realise our transformation pipeline as a runnable system, we implement it as a piece of Python software.
Our implementation is available under Apache 2.0 open-source licence 12. To implement our metrics, beyond Python’s
12https://github.com/consult-kcl/fhir-ehr-adapter
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Figure 6: A prototype of the CONSULT architecture using our software.
common constructs, we rely on the fuzzywuzzy library13 for text comparisons, and NLTK’s14 Wordnet interface [17],
for generating both morphological variants (lemmas and lexemes) and synonyms. With our metrics implemented, we
are able to computationally verify their accuracy using a broad range of test cases designed to reflect the types of data
that will need to be matched between an EHR and FHIR. Under these test cases, our metrics are able to operate with
≥90% accuracy.
All of our interactions with the FHIR standard are via the fhir-parser15 library, which transforms the live FHIR specifi-
cation into a set of Python classes. These classes are then parsed for use in our system. Therefore, matches are always
based on the latest version of the FHIR specification.
Recall that the CONSULT decision support system typifies the issue of interacting with the different standards used by
different vendors. Figure 6 shows how our implemented pipeline can be deployed into the CONSULT system as part of
a SMART–on–FHIR container. Here, the rest of the system now communicates with a single FHIR endpoint for EHR
data. To enable FHIR data to be served by the endpoint, our pipeline sits within a HTTP server, accessing the EHR
software APIs on one side using custom modules supplied for each EHR, and proving an interface to the container
on the other, using a proxy to a FHIR server (e.g. a HAPI-FHIR server16). When a request for a new patient record
is sent to the SMART–on–FHIR container, the FHIR proxy determines which piece of EHR software to contact for
the record. Once it retrieves the record back from the EHR software, it passes it to the transformation pipeline. After
identifying which elements from the EHR are to be matched, the pipeline first checks an equivalence set cache to see
if this set of EHR elements have previously been connected to a set of FHIR elements. If they have, this set is used
to perform the mapping process so that the computation required to identify these connections need not be repeated.
Otherwise, the transformation pipeline runs as normal. Note that we do not cache connections individually, as a given
EHR extract may not fully reflect the naming and structuring approach present in the rest of the schema.
Once the record has passed through the transformation pipeline, it is then stored in the FHIR server in order to be
served by the FHIR proxy. Therefore, if the same record is requested in the future, it is served directly by the proxy
from the cached copy in the FHIR server. This again reduces the computational load associated with the process of
deriving an equivalence set, and with the mapping processes. Should any of the parameter sets be changed for a piece
of EHR software, both the equivalence set cache and the FHIR server cache are emptied. Similarly, both caches are
emptied if an update to the FHIR specification is detected.
13https://github.com/seatgeek/fuzzywuzzy
14https://www.nltk.org/
15https://github.com/smart-on-fhir/fhir-parser
16http://hapifhir.io/
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4 Results and Discussion
Our implemented transformation pipeline is able to operate semi-autonomously, using the parameter set defined by
the SMART–on–FHIR container administrator to convert any future records received back from that EHR to FHIR.
We illustrate the operation of our transformation pipeline on a more complex data instance, and the impact of different
parameters sets, by applying our pipeline to a set of EHR records, taken from the public API of two vendors available
to the CONSULT system: SystmOne and mMedica. Given that FHIR covers a wide range of clinical entities, we select
a subset of 60 classes that are most relevant to the representation of patient data. In addition, our selected EHRs
contain 55 and 21 distinct elements for SystmOne and mMedica, respectively, and relate to patient demographics,
along with information on their visits to the GP, recording, among other things, identified conditions, and the dispense
of medication. An example of one of these EHRs can be found in A.
For both EHRs, we adopt the high value of .95 for each of our threshold parameters (τt, τm, τs, and τ ) in order
to prioritise accuracy when examining the impact of different configurations of our remaining parameters, but the
administrator of a SMART–on–FHIR container who wishes, for example, for a higher number of matches with lower
accuracy might lower these thresholds. Tables 4 and 5 show the portion of EHR elements that have been matched
to FHIR elements, and related statistics, for each EHR, under a given parameter set, while Table 6 lists the range
of resources to which the FHIR elements selected under all configurations belong. In this set of parameter tests, we
isolate our metric combination parameters by keeping our weights, and α, constant. We observe that, for SystmOne,
the impact of β, γ and δ has a relatively small impact on the number of valid matches found, albeit δ offers the highest
number of matches, at the expense of using slightly more resources. Thus, whichever the administrator selects as part
of their configuration for SystmOne is of relatively little consequence. In contrast to SystmOne, for mMedica, it is
clear that δ is the preferable option. For both of these EHRs, ǫ should be avoided. In both cases, the elements selected
belong to resources ranging from those already seen, such as Patient and Observation, to other resources including
Condition, MedicationDispense and DosageInstruction. Overall, we note that there is no perfect match for all of our
EHR elements. For example, we observe that administrative elements of an EHR, such as version information and
communication consent information, often fail to map to FHIR. This is to be expected given the fact that FHIR is still
evolving as a standard that is suitable for the representation of a wide range of EHR data.
ωt ωm ωs α β γ δ ǫ % matched Resources Distance
1 1 .95 T T F F F .81 8 14.62
1 1 .95 T F T F F .81 9 14.62
1 1 .95 T F F T F .98 12 14.46
1 1 .95 T F F F T .01 1 13
Table 4: The impact of different parameter values on the processing of SystmOne records by our pipeline.
ωt ωm ωs α β γ δ ǫ % matched Resources Distance
1 1 1 T T F F F .38 7 11
1 1 1 T F T F F .38 7 12.62
1 1 1 T F F T F .85 5 14.83
1 1 1 T F F F T 0 - -
Table 5: The impact of different parameter values on the processing of mMedica records by our pipeline.
Types Individuals Entities Workflow
HumanName Patient Organization Task
Address
Attachment Summary Diagnostics Medications
Quantity Observation Condition Medication
Period MedicationDispense
Identifier DosageInstruction
Table 6: The types of FHIR resources selected by our pipeline, organised by category.
The process of investigating the impact of different parameter values shown in Tables 4 and 5 reflects the process
that an administrator might go through in order to derive the parameter sets that are best for each piece of their EHR
14
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software. Although the parameters available are designed to allow an administrator to encode heuristic insight into
each EHR schema, such as using ωs to encode the semantic term phenomenon found in SystmOne, engaging in an
experimental process to derive a set of parameters is an equally suitable way to derive a sufficient match rate for a
given EHR. Even if parameters need to be refined several times in order to obtain suitable results, such an approach
still offers an improvement over manually mapping every EHR (schema) element to FHIR, as only a small number of
parameters need to be set and the the majority of the work is still carried out autonomously by the pipeline.
4.1 Related Work
The challenge of autonomously finding matches for each EHR element in FHIR can be framed as one of automated
schema matching, which has received significant attention in the research community, and a number of different
mechanisms to identify connections between schema elements have been proposed [18, 19]. However, the majority
of holistic systems incorporating these mechanisms focus on ontology matching, with only a small subset examining
XML schema matching17. While popular software like COMMA++ [20] does provide a means to compare XML
schema, its focus is on how to combine existing matching mechanisms rather than the provision of those mechanisms
themselves, and thus the sophistication of the matching mechanisms provided by this system, such as dealing with
word morphology, is somewhat limited. Similarly Cupid [21], although designed to deal with XML schema, focuses
less on semantic similarity, while SASMINT [21] provides a detailed set of matching mechanisms, but does not offer
the variety of weights used by our system to customise the matching mechanisms. In addition, the majority of these
systems also lack the flexibility to exist in a multi-stage analysis pipeline like the one proposed, which includes
operating on instances of data marked up using a schema, rather than the schema itself.
XML schema matching techniques have not previously been selected and combined in order to solve the problem of
matching EHR extracts with FHIR. However, several other studies have examined the problem of converting health
data (models) to FHIR to, for example, support the operation of a SMART–on–FHIR container. In each case, the
matching process is conducted manually. For example, Leroux et. al match ODM study data structures to FHIR [22],
in parallel with other initiatives such as OMOP–ON–FHIR18. Similarly, Duke Health encapsulate their EHR in a SoF
container, matching their data elements to FHIR resources [23], while Wagholikar et al. look at providing a FHIR
interface to i2b2 repositories, expressing matches between data elements in these repositories and FHIR using XQuery
[7]. In addition, several software tools exist that aim to augment both the manual matching and mapping processes by
providing a graphical interface through which a user can connect arbitrary data sources to FHIR. LinkEHR (Studio)
[24] provides such an interface, as well as the ability to generate an XQuery transformation program that can be used
for future conversions.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
This work identifies a producer-consumer dichotomy in which producers, such as EHR systems, expose access to data
formatted under complex internal models, while consumers, such as a decision support systems, require access to data
formatted under lightweight messaging models, such as FHIR. We posit that while the use of FHIR containers is the
most prudent way to connect these two models, there are limitations in the manual approach currently used within these
containers to match elements of different EHR standards to elements in FHIR: scalability, FHIR schema variability, and
the requirement for complete schema knowledge. To address the issue of scalability, we introduce a semi-automated
matching and mapping pipeline, which is designed to convert EHR extracts directly to FHIR. To address insufficient
schema knowledge, this pipeline does not require knowledge of the entities to be matched in advance, but instead only
readily-available heuristic insight on the schema, expressed using a set of high-level parameters. Finally to address
FHIR schema variability, our computational system processes live copies of the FHIR specification for use in the
pipeline. To illustrate this approach, we use an implementation of our pipeline to transform a set of EHRs to FHIR,
demonstrating the process that an administrator of the system might go through in order to derive a set of parameters
that give rise to a sufficient match percentage for each of their chosen EHRs.
Not only does our approach contribute towards the operation of technology such as SMART–on–FHIR, it also makes
a general contribution towards the movement to unify EHR standards, by potentially providing EHR companies with a
means to gain insight into how they can connect their own schemas to FHIR. Moreover, by aiming to provide EHR data
in a standardised format, our system increases the general accessibility of health data, for purposes such as research.
Future work will investigate if examining matches from across different EHRs within the pipeline can improve the
quality of future matches. For example, if there is a relationship between two elements in different EHRs, then
17We do not consider it to be trivial to effectively translate an (EHR) XML schema to an ontology.
18http://omoponfhir.org
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information about the connection of one of these elements to FHIR might be useful for connecting the other. From
a usability perspective, future work will also aim to investigate the impact of involving the administrator with the
translation pipeline more, such as to interactively review matches via a bespoke desktop tool or by integrating the
interface to our pipeline with an existing non-automatic mapping tool, which would also complement its operation.
The involvement of a user becomes particularly important when a suitable match for a child cannot be found, and to
provide feedback so that our system can learn the optimal parameterisations for each piece of EHR software, such as
the weightings given to each similarity metric.
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A Example source EHR
< I d e n t i t y>
<NHSNumber>4917111072< / NHSNumber>
<S t r a t e g i c R e p o r t i n g I d e n t i f i e r>
246216
< / S t r a t e g i c R e p o r t i n g I d e n t i f i e r>
< / I d e n t i t y>
<Demographics>
<T i t l e>Miss< / T i t l e>
<F i r s tName>Al i c e< / F i r s tName>
<MiddleNames />
<Surname>Abbot< / Surname>
<Da t eOfB i r t h>1951−01−01< / Da t eOfB i r t h>
<Sex>F< / Sex>
<Ma r i t a l S t a t u s />
<E t h n i c i t y />
<MainLanguage />
<Eng l i s hS p e a k e r>Unknown< / E ng l i s hS p e a k e r>
<Address>
<County>No Fixed Abode< / County>
<Pos t code>ZZ99 3VZ< / P o s t code>
< / Address>
<HomeTelephone />
<WorkTelephone />
<Mobi l eTe l ephone />
<Al t e r n a t eT e l e phon e />
<Emai lAddress />
<SMSConsent>No< / SMSConsent>
<UsualGPUserName>andrewleece2204< / UsualGPUserName>
<Ca r eS t a r tD a t e>2015−06−10< / C a r eS t a r tD a t e>
<Reg i s t r a t i o nT y p e>Appl i ed< / R e g i s t r a t i o nT y p e>
< / Demographics>
<C l i n i c a l>
<Event DateTime=”2015−06−10 T15:17 :30 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=” f7b1080000000000 ” UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<Na r r a t i v e>
<Line> D: Gas t ro−oe sophagea l r e f l u x d i s e a s e ( X3003 )< / L ine>
< / N a r r a t i v e>
<Medi ca t i on>
<Medica t i onType>NHS med i c a t i o n< / Medica t i onType>
<Drug Name=” Omeprazole 20mg d i s p e r s i b l e g a s t r o− r e s i s t a n t
t a b l e t s ” P roduc t ID =” 2007553 ” Scheme=” Mu l t i l e x ” />
<Dose>t a k e one d a i l y< / Dose>
<Quan t i t y>28 t a b l e t< / Qu an t i t y>
<S t a r t D a t e>2015−06−10< / S t a r t D a t e>
<EndDate>2015−07−08< / EndDate>
<EndReason />
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< / Med i c a t i on>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”X3003 ” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Gas t ro−oe sophagea l
r e f l u x d i s e a s e ” />
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”X3003 ” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Gas t ro−oe sophagea l
r e f l u x d i s e a s e ” />
<ProblemUID>ed58000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Major< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2015−07−14 T15:31 :56 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=” b202680000000000 ” So f twa r e=”CONSULT”
UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<At tachment>
<FileName> t e s t f i l e 1 . htm< / Fi leName>
<F i l e S i z e>0 by t e s< / F i l e S i z e>
<DocumentUID>62 fd200000000000< / DocumentUID>
<Comments>TESTFILE1< / Comments>
< / A t t achment>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2015−09−24 T18:09 :36 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=” b4f6290000000000 ” UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<Na r r a t i v e>
<Line>Lorem ipsum do l o r s i t amet , c o n s e c t e t u r
a d i p i s c i n g e l i t .< / L ine>
< / N a r r a t i v e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2017−08−29 T12:16 :35 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=”1bbe0d0000000000 ” UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”XaBVJ” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” C l i n i c a l f i n d i n g s ” />
<Ep i s o d i c i t y>New< / E p i s o d i c i t y>
<ProblemUID>a8fa000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Major< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2017−08−29 T12:18 :23 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=”2bbe0d0000000000 ” UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<Na r r a t i v e>
<Line>H: Rai sed b lood p r e s s u r e (XM02V) D: Hype r t en s i on< / L ine>
< / N a r r a t i v e>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”XM02V” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Rai sed b lood
p r e s s u r e ” />
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2017−08−29 T12:33 :22 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CURCIN , Vasa ( Gene r a l Medica l P r a c t i t i o n e r ) ”
EventUID=”4bbe0d0000000000 ” UserName=” vcu r c i n2304 ”>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=” 6 2 1 . . ” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” P a t i e n t c u r r e n t l y
p r e gn a n t ” />
<ProblemUID>58 fa000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Minor< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
<ProblemEndDate>2017−08−29< / P roblemEndDate>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2018−01−03 T16:18 :56 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CHAPMAN, Mar t i n ( A dm i n i s t r a t o r ) ”
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EventUID=”3 ef5ed0000000000 ” UserName=”Mar t i n1311 ”>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”XE0Ub” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Hype r t en s i on ” />
<Ep i s o d i c i t y>New< / E p i s o d i c i t y>
<ProblemUID>b8fb000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Major< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”X3003 ” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Gas t ro−oe sophagea l
r e f l u x d i s e a s e ” />
<ProblemUID>88 fb000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Major< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2018−01−03 T17:02 :49 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CHAPMAN, Mar t i n ( A dm i n i s t r a t o r ) ”
EventUID=”2 ef5ed0000000000 ” UserName=”Mar t i n1311 ”>
<C l i n i c a lCod e>
<Code Code=”XE0aO” Scheme=”CTV3” Term=” Gas t ro−oe sophagea l
r e f l u x d i s e a s e w i t h ou t o e s o p h a g i t i s ” />
<ProblemUID>48 fb000000000000< / ProblemUID>
<P r ob l emS ev e r i t y>Major< / P r o b l emS ev e r i t y>
< / C l i n i c a lCod e>
< / Event>
<Event DateTime=”2018−01−03 T17:38 :25 ” DoneAt=” Su rge r y ”
DoneBy=”CHAPMAN, Mar t i n ( A dm i n i s t r a t o r ) ”
EventUID=”09 b6ed0000000000 ” UserName=”Mar t i n1311 ”>
<Medi ca t i on>
<Medica t i onType>NHS med i c a t i o n< / Medica t i onType>
<Drug Name=” Omeprazole 20mg d i s p e r s i b l e g a s t r o− r e s i s t a n t
t a b l e t s ” P roduc t ID =” 2007553 ” Scheme=” Mu l t i l e x ” />
<Dose>t a k e one d a i l y< / Dose>
<Quan t i t y>28 t a b l e t< / Qu an t i t y>
<S t a r t D a t e>2018−01−03< / S t a r t D a t e>
<EndDate>2018−01−31< / EndDate>
<EndReason />
< / Med i c a t i on>
< / Event>
< / C l i n i c a l>
<NonC l i n i c a l>
<Task>
<TaskUID>122 e900000000000< / TaskUID>
<DateTime>2015−09−24 T18:17 :01< / DateTime>
<TaskType>Mi s c e l l a n e ou s< / TaskType>
<S t a t u s>Not S t a r t e d< / S t a t u s>
<Con t en t>
Thu 24 Sep 18 : 17 − CURCIN , Vasa Lorem ipsum do l o r s i t
amet , c o n s e c t e t u r a d i p i s c i n g e l i t .
< / Con t en t>
< / Task>
<Task>
<TaskUID>022 e900000000000< / TaskUID>
<DateTime>2015−09−24 T18:16 :51< / DateTime>
<TaskType>Mi s c e l l a n e ou s< / TaskType>
<S t a t u s>Not S t a r t e d< / S t a t u s>
<Con t en t>
Thu 24 Sep 18 : 16 − CURCIN , Vasa , Lorem ipsum do l o r s i t
amet , c o n s e c t e t u r a d i p i s c i n g e l i t .
< / Con t en t>
< / Task>
< / NonC l i n i c a l>
<Reco r dS t a t e>Closed< / R e c o r dS t a t e>
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